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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1963 I. Schoenberg ([lS]) made the significiant observation that 
spline functions have some minimization properties. After that several 
authors developed methods of constructing abstract spline functions in 
a Hilbert space (see e.g. [l]-[4], [13], [17]). One of the approaches is the 
following ([l]) : Let X, Y be Hilbert spaces and let T: X -+ Y be a con- 
tinuous linear operator. For ki, . . ., k, E X, r= [ri, . .., r,] E !l& we set 
K,={xEX; (X,k*)=Q, i=l, . . . . m). An element u E K, is called an inter- 
polating spline function if [[Tall = min {ll!kl1; 2 E Kr}. The question of 
minimizing ~~T~~~ over x E Rr in Banach spaces is quite natural and it has 
been recently investigated in [S], [9], [ll] and for the special case of 
Sobolev spaces in [14] and [19]. 
In computation, we can generally use two procedures. The first is based 
on the following observation. Under the assumptions that the range of 
T is closed and Ker T r\ K,J= (0) it can be proved that T(Ko) is a closed 
subspace of Y ([l], Proposition 6.1) and therefore T(Ko) =@I for some 
subset @= (~1, . . . . qm> of the adjoint space Y* (n gm). It follows that 
there exists s E & such that T(K,) = {y E Y; (y, cp) = st, i = 1, . . ., n}, An 
algebraic direct complement L of Q1 in Y is said to be a @-interpolative 
s&space (see [15], Proposition 1) and the projection onto L parallel to 
@I is said to be a Q-interpolative map ([15]). Denoting by r3n the set of 
all @-interpolative maps, it is obvious that we have T(K,) = {Jy ; J E !JR} 
for any y E T(K,.), rf 0. If Y is the set of all interpolating splines then 
T(Y) = Lin @ in the case of Hilbert spaces (we use the abbreviation Lin 
for the linear hull). 
For the other approach we can use the best approximation in X instead 
of in Y with respect to the pseudonorm e( +) = llT( .)[I, i.e. find a e-minimal 
element of {Jx; J E ‘B>, x E K,, where % is now the set of all {ki, . . ., km)- 
interpolating maps. This paper is devoted to describing these two ap- 
proaches and relations between them. 
In Section 2 of this paper we give some results on minimal interpolation 
with respect to a norm. In particular, we obtain a characterization of 
a linear solution of the problem. As it is convenient to use the duality 
map X* + 2x (2x denotes the collection of all subsets of X) for a,ppli- 
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cations, we also give results showing the role played by this map in the 
problem of minimal interpolation. Use of the duality map in this direction 
is due to R. Holmes ([9]) and goes back to [12] and it is nothing else 
than a generalization of methods of construction of spline functions based 
on the notion of reproducing kernels in Hilbert spaces. Such a method 
was developed in [5] and generalized in [16]. We remark that the results 
of Section 2 were presented by the author to the conference “Equadiff 
III” held in Brno (Czechoslovakia) in August 1972. 
In Section 3 we characterize the duality maps for the spaces C(T) and 
Li(T, Y). These results seem to be known; for example, the result con- 
cerning the space C(T) is a slight modification of a theorem due to I. 
Singer ([ZO]). A s an example we give solutions of the problem of minimal 
interpolation in the space C(2’). 
Section 4 is devoted to describing the connections between minimization 
with respect to a pseudonorm Q and a norm on a certain subspace and 
is based on linear algebraic methods only. It is shown that the hypothesis 
Kere n QL={O}, which has been frequently used, is far from necessary. 
In fact, it plays a role only in uniqueness problems. At the end of this 
section are given examples of minimal interpolation at a finite number 
of prescribed points of the interval (0, 1) in the spaces Cz and Wg 
(1 up< CQ) with respect to norms on second derivatives. As may be 
expected, for the case p = 1 mostly negative results are obtained. 
The author wishes to thank the Netherlands Ministry of Education for 
the six months’ research support during 1975-1976 and he is greatly 
indebted to Prof. A. C. Zaanen for his interest. 
2. MINIMAL INTERPOLATION WITH RESPECT TO A NORM 
Let X be a normed linear space and let @ be a non-void subset of its 
algebraically adjoint space X *. We set @il=(x~X;p,~@+(x,fp)=O} 
and we use the notation 7~ for the metric projection in X onto @I (i.e. 
3tx is the set of all best approximations of x in @I). As it is not generally 
necessary to assume that @l is closed, we suppose that members of @ 
are not necessarily continuous. This more general assumption will be 
convenient in Section 4. We recall (see e.g. [Zl]) that @I is said to be 
proximinal, and/or semifiebygevian, if 7cx contains at least one element, 
and/or no more than one element, for all x E X. @I is called a cebyfiev 
subspace if it is proximinal and semicebygev. 
We denote by m the set of all @-interpolative maps (see Introduction 
or [15]), in other words, %Q is the collection of all linear projections on 
X with the kernel @I. Further, for an element x E X the set Y(x) is deGned 
as {y E X; there exists J E ‘!lJ such that Jx=y and l]yl]= min (]IJzlJ 
J E ‘3X}}. 
DEFINITION 1. For a non-void subset @ of X+ the set Y= u {Y(x) 
x E X) is said to be the @-interpolative spline set, 
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PRoPosITIoN 1. 
(i) y E Y(x) if and only if y E x-zx. 
(ii) 9=z-i(0) = {x E X; 0 E nx}. 
(iii) If y E 9, then y E Y(x) if and only if x-y E @1. 
(iv) 9 n QL={O). 
(v) 9’(x) # (b for all x E X if and only if @l is proximinal and also if 
and only if X = Y+ @I. 
(vi) Y’(x) contains no more than one element for all x E X if and only 
if @I is semifiebyfievian and also if and only if (Y- 9) n @I = (0). 
(vii) 9’(x) contains exactly one element for all x E X if and only if @I 
is a CebySev subspace and also if and only if for any x E X there 
exist uniquely determined s E 9’ and x E @I such that x=s +z. 
(viii) If @I is proximinal, then Y is a linear subspace of X if and only 
if 9’ is a @-interpolative subspace. 
PROOF. (i)-( vii are quite obvious. For (viii) we note that 9 is the ) 
union of one-dimensional subspaces (see (ii)) and therefore 9’ is linear 
if and only if Y - Y= 9. Since 9’ is linear, @L is semiEebyZzevian ((vi) 
and (iv)) and, by assumption and (vii), Y is an algebraic complement 
of @l, i.e. 9’ is a @-interpolative subspace. The converse is clear. 
The distance of an element x E X from the subspace @I can be expressed, 
by the Hahn-Banach theorem, in the form 
4x, @I) = inf (lb-yll; y E @I)= max {<x5 v>; v E (@do, llvll= 11, 
where, for A C X, A0 denotes the w*-closed subspace (f E X*; x E A +- 
+- (x, f) = 0} of X*. By Proposition 1 (ii), it follows that x E Y if and 
only if there exists v E (@# such that I]~]1 = 1 and (x, v) = /lx/]. By suitable 
renorming of v, we can obtain (x, v) = l]x]] /I~/] = ]]~lla. We recall that the 
set valued map x: X* + 2x such that x(O) = (01, x(f)= {x E X; (x, f) = 
= lbll llfll = llfl12~ is said to be the duality rnup. So we have proved the 
following statement. 
PROPOSITION 2. If x is the duality map X* + 2x, then 9’=z[(@#J]. 
R. C. James proved ([lo]) that X is a reflexive space if and only if 
x(f) # P, for each f E X *. Concerning x(v) for pl E (@# we can prove the 
following properties. 
PRoPosITIoN 3. Let x be the duality map X* + 2x and let @I be a 
closed linear subspace of X. 
(i) If ~(9) #@ for each v E (Q1)8, then X/@pI is reflexive. 
(ii) If X/Q1 is reflexive and @I is proximinal, then x(pl)#P) for each 
v E (@do* 
PROOF. If L is the natural mapping of X onto X/DI then L* is a linear 
isometry of (X/@l)* onto (@I)~ (see [7], Lemma II. 1.1). Let P E (X/@l)*. 
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Then there exists x E x(b*P) and this element 2 belongs to n-i(O) (Propo- 
sition 2 and Proposition 1 (ii)) which implies ]]zl\ = I~[cc+@~][]. Thus 
0% + @II, F> = (x9 L*@ = lb4 II~*m = Ilk + @llll ll~ll = lFl12, 
i.e. [x+@~] E G(P), where 2 is the duality map on (X/Q*)*. By the James 
theorem, X/Q1 is reflexive. To prove the second statement we take 
y E (@JO. Let F E (X/Ql)* such that r*F =v and [x+ di,] E G(F). As CD* 
is proximinal, there is y E x-zcz and for this y we have y E [z+ @l], 
IIYII = Il[x+ @llll* It is now obvious that y E x(y). 
If the @-interpolative spline set 9 contains a @-interpola’tive subspace 
L then the corresponding @-interpolative map JL onto L satisfies JLX E Y 
for all x E X. By Proposition 1 (iii), it follows that JLX E 9’(x) and hence 
llJ~xl\ G llJx[l for all J E ‘9.Y and x E X. On the other hand the last assertion 
obviously implies that L C 9. 
DEFINITION 2: A @-interpolative map J is said to be a minimal 
@-interpolative map if the inequality IIJxll< ljJxl1 holds for all II: E X and 
JE%K 
We have just proved that J E $R is a minimal @-interpolative map if 
and only if J(X) C 9’. This assertion is a part of the following more 
general statement which characterizes continuous o-interpolative maps. 
For the other characterization in terms of duality see [15]. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let @# (0) b e a non-void subset of X+ and let L 
be a @-interpolative subspace with corresponding @-interpolative map JL. 
Then JL is continuous if and only if inf {d(x, QI); x E L, llxll= l>=~ > 0. 
Moreover, 
llJ~lI= ; = zg inf bells (5, v> = 1, a) E P,I”>. 
IMl=1 
PROOF. Suppose first that ol> 0. If z E @I then JLZ= 0. For z E X\dil 
we put x= JLZ/IIJLZII, y= (JLz-z)/IlJ~z((. Then we have x E L, llx]l= 1, and 
y E @I and Z= lIJ~zll(x-y). Therefore 
This proves that JL is continuous and (I Jill g 01-l. Now, let JL be continuous 
and x E L, ~~x~~ = 1, and let y E Q1 be arbitrary. Putting z=x -y, we have 
JLZ=X and therefore 
IIJLzII 
A=- l1.q G IIJLII. 
From this inequality it follows that 01> l/l\J~\\. Thus llJ~\j =&-I. The other 
expression for I(JhII follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem as has been 
mentioned above. 
We can give now the characterization of a minimal @-interpolative map. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let @# (0) be a non-void subset of X+ and let J be 
a @-interpolative map. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) J is a minimal @-interpolative map. 
(ii) IlJlj = 1. 
(iii) J(X) C 9. 
PROOF. Let J be a minimal @-interpolative map. Then the inequality 
llJxll G ]lx]l is obvious for x E QI. If x $ @I then there exists an algegraic 
direct complement L of @I which contains x. As X= L @ GI, L is @- 
interpolative and for the corresponding @-interpolative map JL onto L 
we have IIJxll< llJ~xl[ =$c]I. Thus llJll< 1. Since J is a projection onto a 
non-zero subspace, ljJll> 1, which finishes the proof of the implication 
(i) +- (ii). The implication (ii) =+ (iii) follows from Proposition 4 and 
Proposition 1 (ii). It has been mentioned just before Proposition 4 that 
(iii) + (i) holds. 
COROLLARY 1. There exists a minimal @-interpolative map if and only 
if @I is proximinal and the metric projection z onto @I has a linear 
selection. 
PROOF. By Proposition 5 and Proposition 1 (i), J is a minimal @- 
jnterpolative map if and only if x- Jx E nx for all x E X. 
COROLLARY 2. Let X be a strictly convex reflexive space. Then there 
exists a minimal @-interpolative map if and only if the metric projection 
onto @I is linear and this map is unique. 
PROOF. The assumption of reflexivity guarantees proximinality of @l 
(see e.g. [21], Cor. 2.4 on p. 99) and from the strict convexity of the norm 
it follows that card n(x) G 1 for all x E X (see e.g. [21], Cor. 3.3 on p. 110). 
By Corollary 1, the statement is now clear. 
REWARK 1. If X is a strictly convex reflexive space of dimension at 
least three and for each two linearly independent elements pli, ~2 E X* 
there exists a unique minimal {pli, vs}-interpolative map, then X is 
equivalent to a Hilbert space. This can be deduced from the last corollary 
and the Kakutani characterization of Hilbert spaces (see e.g. [21], Th. 4.2 
on p. 351). 
REMARK 2. Supposing that X is a reflexive space and Qi C X# is finite, 
or- what is the same- a finite dimensional subspace of X+, it can be 
proved ([15], Th. 1) that there exists a @-interpolative map with a 
minimal norm. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we first consider the space X = C(T) of all real continuous 
functions on a compact Hausdorff space T. It is well known that the 
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space X* can be identified with the space AY of regular signed Baire measures 
with the norm equal to the total variation of the measure. For an appli- 
cation of the previous results it is convenient to describe the duality map. 
This can be done in the term of supports of measures. We recall ([6], 
p. 70) that for a measure p E 93 there exists a smallest closed Baire set 
S(p) C T (the support of p) carrying ,u, i.e. 1~1 (T\&‘(p)) = 0. Equivalently, 
/Y(p) is the smallest closed Baire set P with the property thst for any 
x E C(T) vanishing on F we have Jr zd]~ = 0. If ,u =,u+ -,K is the Jordan 
decomposition of ,u into its positive and negative variation it is easy to 
see that S(p) =S(]p/) = S(p+) u A+-). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let x be the duality map of 3’ into subsets of C(T). 
Let p E g\(O). Th en x E x(,u) if and only if the following three conditions 
are satisfied : 
6) IHI= II,4 (= IPI(T 
(ii) A’@+) C {t E T; x(t) = ~~x~~}; 
(iii) S(p-) C {t E T; x(t) = - Ilxlj}. 
PROOF. 1) Let x E x(p), i.e. ST xc@= llx]l ](,zl)= ]\,MI]~. Then (i) is satis- 
fied. Furthermore, 
II4 IpI = ,s X~P = f xdlp+ -,s WP- = S x4/~+ - S xdl~- c 
s(P+) S(P-7 
Q II~IP+WJ+)) + I~~~P-(~(P-N = ll~llb+P) t-~-(T)1 = II41 I/A(T). 
It follows that jsccl + [x- 11x11] d p+=O and sscp-,[x+ @I]] d p-=0. Since for ) 
any t E S(p+) and open Baire set U 3 t, we have p+(U) > 0, the last equali- 
ties yield (ii) and (iii). 
2) Suppose that the conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied. Then 
s mp = s =QPu+ - s mt”- = IlNP+(~(P+)) +P-wJ-))l= 
S(p+l SK) 
= II41 IA(T) = llxll ll~ll= 11,412~ 
i.e. 5 E x(y). 
COROLLARY ([ZO]). L t e x be the duality map of g into subsets of 
C(T). Let p E 9Y. Then x(p) #O if and only if A!++) n X(y-) =c3. 
PROOF. The necessity part follows immediately from Proposition 6. 
On the other hand, if p f 0 and X(p+), S(,K) are non-empty disjoint closed 
sets we can construct a Uryhson function IL: such that llzll= ]lp]] and 
z(t) = l]xl] on S(p+) and x(t) = - I] I] x on S(,u-). If, for example, S(pu-) = P, then 
we can put x(t)= l]zl] = II& for t E T. By Proposition 6, x E x(p). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let T = (0, 1) and let B be the subspace of polynomials 
of degree ~2. Then B is a subset of the @-interpolative spline set 9’0 
if and only if @I = (0). Indeed, for any z E (0, 1) the functions z,(t) = 
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= 1 + 2tt - ta belong to 9’ and {t E (0, 1) ; x7(t) = llxTjl} = (z} and {t E (0, 1) ; 
x(t)= -IlxzII}=& H ence xr E 9’~ if and only if (nS# contains the Dirac 
measure 6, concentrated at t (Proposition 2). As z is any point of the 
interval (0, l), we have @J= [(@#IL= {O}. In particular, if P is a pro- 
jection in C (0, 1) onto a proper subspace containing B then llPll> 1. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let ~1, . . ., pu, be regular signed Baire measures with 
pairwise disjoint supports. Let @ = (~1, . . . , ,un}, Then there exists a minimal 
@-interpolative map if and only if S&:) n IS&,) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. 
PROOF. The necessity part follows immediately from Corollary 1 of 
Proposition 5, Proposition 3 [ii) and Corollary of Proposition 6. To prove 
the sufficiency part we construct, by induction, Uryhson functions 21, . . . , X~ 
such that llxtll= ll~~ll and 
a(t) = 
i 
- Ilpfll for t E &p;) 
i-l 
0 for t E U (t E T; q(t)+ 0) u 6 GG’(p~)), 
i-l j=i+1 
for i = 1, . . . , n, where Cl, . . . , G, are pairwise disjoint open neighborhoods 
of Ql), m-e, S&). In such a way we have xa E x(pt) and Jr xsd]~ = 0 for 
i#j, i,j=l,..., n. Therefore the map 
m STX4P-t Jx= 2 - xi, x E C(T), 
i=l 11/412 
is a @-interpolative map. As the supports of functions xi, . . ., x,, are 
pairwise disjoint, we have 
IIJxII =i=ytx n ‘“r,i;ri’ IMI < Ilxll. 
By Proposition 5, J is a minimal @-interpolative map. 
We turn now to the space Ll(T, v). We suppose that v is a positive 
u-finite measure on a set T such that the dual space L: is isometrically 
isomorphic to the space L,(T, v). We denote by x the duality map from 
L, into subsets of .Li and, for f E L,, by S(f) the set {t E T; If( =Ilfll,I. 
PROPOSITION 8. Under the above assumptions on v, a function 
x E Ll(T, v) belongs to x(f) for f E L,(T, v) if and only if the following 
three conditions are satisfied : 
(i) IIxII1= llfll,, 
(ii) 5, sgn f = 1x1 v-8.e. on S(f), 
(iii) x=0 v-a.e. on T\S(f). 
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PROOF. Suppose first that a function x ELI satisfies (i)-(iii). Then 
(2, f) = ,s 4 dv= J) & VW= llflldo ss,, lxldv= 
= llfllm I WV = ML II41 = llfl12* 




l141dlflla, = +A f> = IlfL sjj x sgn f dv + .,b 4 dv < 
G llflloo s I4 dv+ T\;(f) I4 VI dv. S(i) 
Suppose that A = {t E T\&‘(f) ; x(t) # 0) has positive v-measure. As IfI < I&, 
on A, we have 1x1 If\ < 1x1 Ilfll, on A and thus 
p,ss,,) I4 VI dv< Ilfll, .,I,, I4 dv* 
This contradicts (1). Therefore (iii) is satisfied and from (1) it follows 
now that (ii) is also satisfied. 
COROLLARY. Under the above assumptions on v, z(f) # 0 for f E L&Z’, v) 
if and only if v(S(f))>O. 
REWARK. In view of Proposition 8, our method does not yield any 
other sufficient condition for the existence of a minimal @-interpolative 
map in L&Z’, v) than v-a.e. pairwise disjointness of elements of CD and 
fulfilment of the condition of the last corollary. 
4. MINIMIZATION WITH RESPECT TO A PSEUDONORM 
In this section we suppose that X is a linear space on which a pseudo- 
norm e is given. We denote by R the kernel of e and choose some algebraic 
complement M of R in X, i.e. X = M @ R. (M, e) is then obviously a 
normed linear space. Let Pl~l and PR be the projections onto M and R, 
respectively, such that PM + PR is the identity map. It is obvious that 
e(x) =e(P~z) for all x E X. We remark that the adjoint map Pi$ from 
the algebraic conjugate space M # of M into X# is injective and 
P~$(M+)=R~={~EX+; r~R=+(r,f)=O). 
If @ is a subset of X#, %2 will be the set of all @-interpolative maps 
and we also use the notation 9’(x) for the subset of {Jx; J E m} on which 
the pseudonorm e is minimal. Y= Uzcx 9’(x) is the @-interpolative 
spline set, as before. Further, J E !B is said to be a minimal @interpolative 
map if e(Jx)<e(Jx) for all x E X, J E ‘B. In other words, J E % is a 
minimal @-interpolative map if and only if Jx E 9(x) for each x E X. 
We set PM(@~) = @I” and 2.2~ will denote the set of all projections onto 
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algebraic complements of q in M. It is possible to describe !lJ& as a 
set of interpolative maps. 
LEMMA 1. Let Y be a subset of M+ such that 
(YJ’ n M+= (P%)-l((@,)*). 
Then Y1(n M)=@, M. In particular, ‘33~ is the set of all Y-interpolative 
maps in M. 
PROOF. Suppose first that x E @I”, i.e. x = PM y for some y E Q1. For 
any f E Y we have 
<x, f>=vMY, f>=(Y, P&)=0 
because P% f E (Q1)l. Thus @y C Y*. On the other hand, let x belong to 
Y1= [(Y1)l],. If f E (Y1)l, then 
0 = (6 f) = (P&G, f) = (x, pii f). 
As Pjj( (YJ’) = (@,)’ n RI, this means that x E [(@*)l n RI],. For 
A, B C X it is generally true that (A + B)l= Al n B1, which implies that 
x E [(@,+R)l],=cP,+R. This proves that x E @I + R and therefore 
x E P,(Ql) =@, which finishes the proof. 
In view of the last lemma, the Y-interpolative spline set 9, in M 
has been defined in Definition 1. The relation between the minimization 
of a pseudonorm and the corresponding norm is given in the following 
three propositions. For the proofs of them it will be useful to have one 
simple lemma. 
LEMMA 2. 
(i) s E 9 if and only if e(s--z) > e(s) for all z E QI. 
(ii) 8 E Y belongs to 9(x) if and only if x--5 E oI. 
(iii) If s E 9’(x), then PMS E YIp(P~x). 
PROOF. (i), (ii) can be obtained by the same arguments as in Propo- 
sition 1 (i), (iii). To prove (iii) suppose that a E 9(x). Then, by part (i), 
e(s -2) z e(8) for each x E @L and hence e(PM 8) Q e(PM 8 - [) for all 6 E e. 
It follows that PM 8 E 9,. In view of part (ii), x-8 E @I and therefore 
PM x- PM s E e. Applying again part (ii), we obtain the result. 
PROPOSITION 9. Y=Y,+ R. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2 (iii), Y is a subset of Y,+R. On the other 
hand, if s=o+r, where (T E golp, r E R, then for z E Q1 we have, using 
Lemma 2 (i), 
e(8-z)=e(b--Phfz++-Pfzz)=e(cT-Pafx)~e(a)=e(8), 
i.e. 9’,+ R C 9’. 
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PROPOSITION 10. 
(i) If s E Y(z), then s+ (R n 0,) C 9(z). 
(ii) card Y”(z) > 1 for each x E X if and only if @ is proximinal in M. 
(iii) If card Y(x) Q 1 for each z E X, then @I” is a semiEeby8ev subspace 
of M and R n Ql= (0). 
(iv) If @y is a semiEebyfiev subspace of M and s E Y(z), then Y”(z) = 
=s+ (R n @,). 
(v) If R n @I = (0) and Q1 M is a semi5ebygev subspace of M, then card 
Y’(x) ==g 1 for each x E X. 
(vi) Suppose that R n @I = (0). Then card p”(x) = 1 for each x E X if and 
only if @F is a cebyfiev subspace of M. 
PROOF. (i) It is a consequence of Proposition 9 that Y-t R= 9. 
Therefore any element si of s + (R n aI) belongs to Y. As also s - si E Q1 
and z--si=x--s+s--si, we get, by using Lemma 2 (ii) twice, si E Y(x). 
(ii) The necessity of the condition follows directly from Lemma 2 (iii) 
and Proposition 1 (v). Let x E X be given. By the assumption and Propo- 
sition 1 (v) we can find cr E ,4o,(P~z). This means that PMMZ - (I = PMZ 
for some z E !D1 (Lemma 2 (ii)), i.e. x-u--z= r E R. It follows that 
x- (G+T) E GI. In view of Proposition 9, a+r E Y and, by Lemma 2 (ii) 
again, CT + r belongs to Y(x). This proves that card Y(x) > 1 for each x E X. 
(iii) If q is not a semiEeby&ev subspace then, by Proposition 1 (vi), 
there exists x E X such that (~1, (TZ E ~,(PMx), a~# US. In the same way 
as in the proof of the previous part, we can find ri, ra E R such that 
og+rd E Y(x), i= 1, 2. According to assumption oi+ri=aa+rs. Thus we 
have obtained two different decomposition of the same element in 
X = M @ R, which is a contradiction. To prove the second conclusion it 
remains to put x=0 in the statement (i), because 0 E Y(0). 
(iv) In view of statement (i), it is sufficient to prove only that 
5@(z) C s+ (R n QI). Let s, si be elements of Y(x). Using the assumption 
on q, Proposition 1 (vi) and Lemma 2 (iii), we get PM(s-~1) = 0, i.e. 
s--s1 E R. By Lemma 2 (ii), s -81 E QI, which finishes the proof. 
(v) and (vi) are now clear. 
PROPOSITION 11. A minimal @-interpolative map exists in X if and 
only if there exists a minimal Y-interpolative map in M. 
PROOF. Suppose first that J, is a minimal @-interpolative map and 
put N=P&J,(M)). I n view of Proposition 5, it is sufficient to prove 
that N is a ‘Y-interpolative subspace such that N C Yelp. By Proposition 9, 
we have N C P&J@(X)) C PM(Y) C 9,. In particular, it follows that 
N n @y = (0) (Proposition 1 (iv)). It remains to prove that X-PM J,x E 
E@~=Y~ for all XEM. But for fey we have 
(pMJ,x, f>=<Ja,x, Piif)=<& &if)=+, f). 
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This implies M =N+ q, which finishes the proof of the necessity part. 
Let there exist a minimal Y-interpolative map J,. This means, by Propo- 
sition 5, that N = J,(M) is a Y-interpolative subspace of M such that 
N C 9,. We shall prove the existence of a subspace Q of R such that 
L = N + Q will be a @-interpolative subspace. If such a Q exists then, by 
Proposition 9, L C Y. We denote by JL the @-interpolative map onto L. 
Given an arbitrary element x of X, JLX E Y and therefore, by Lemma 2 (ii), 
JLx E y(x), i.e. JL is a minimal @-interpolative map. To prove the existence 
of Q it is sufficient to show that N n (R + @,) = (0) and N + (R + @,) =X. 
To prove the first property of N suppose that for some n E N there are 
r E R, z E QI, such that n = r + x. This means that x = n - r is the decompo- 
sition of z in X= M @ R, i.e. n= PMz E @I”. But N is a Y-interpolative 
subspace, so n = 0. Now, given an arbitrary element x of X, there exist 
nEN, ZE@~, such that PMx=n+PMx. It follows that n+z=PMx+PRz 
and therefore x = PM x + PR x = n + x + PR( x - x) . This proves the second 
property of N. 
It was mentioned in the introduction that the assumption @I n R = (0) 
has played a crucial role in the papers dealing with an abstract approach 
to spline functions. We have just shown that this assumption is necessary 
only in proving theorems on uniqueness. But to tell the truth, it simplifies 
the calculations, mainly, if we take M r> @*. This is the sense of the 
following statement. We denote by L the canonical embedding of M into 
X, i.e. l(x) =x for x E M. Then ~#f is the restriction of f to M. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let @1 n R = (0) and let M be an algebraic comple- 
ment of R in M such that @1 CM. 
(i) If J, is a @-interpolative map, then 
(2) J,=PM o J, o L 
is a Y-interpolative map. Particularly, if Jo is a minimal @interpola- 
tive map, then the formula (2) yields a minimal Y-interpolative map. 
(ii) If J, is a Y-interpolative map, then 
(3) J,=LoJ~oPM+PR 
is a @-interpolative map. Particularly, if J.z. is a minimal Y-inter- 
polative map, then a minimal @-interpolative map is given by (3). 
PROOF. First, we remark that we can put Y=L+(@). Indeed, Pg,# is 
the projection in X+ onto R* parallel to Ml and thus P%L#P)-p, E Ml C 
C (Q1)* for any q E @. It follows that P&‘(t*(@),)l] C RI n (Ql)l. As the 
opposite inclusion is obvious, we have P%[(d+(@),)l] = RI n (CD,)‘. We 
can now turn to the proof of our statements. 
(i) Given m E M we have 
(Je, f>=<J,W, P%f)=<~m, f%f)=(m, f> 
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for any f E V, because J, is assumed to be @-interpolative, i.e. (J,z, tp) = 
= (x, v) for all q~ E @. Therefore m- J,m E Y1, which implies that 
M= J,(M) + Y1. If z E Y1= G1, then J,z= PM J,(a) = 0. In such a way 
we obtain that J$= J,, i.e. J, is a projection onto J,(M), a.nd also 
J,(M) n Y1= (0). This proves that J,(M) is a Y-interpolative subspace 
of M and J, is a !J’-interpolative map. If, moreover, J, is a minimal 
@interpolative map, then J, is a minimal Y-interpolative map as follows 
from the first part of the proof of Proposition 11. 
(ii) J, is a @-interpolative map which can be proved in almost the 
same way as in the part (i). If J, is a minimal Y-interpolative map, 
then (by Proposition 5 and Proposition 9) J,(X) C Y,+ R= 9. The 
statement follows now from Lemma 2 (ii). 
For any pseudonorm e on X we can alwa,ys find a normed linear space 
Y and a linear operator T: X + Y such that e(x) = jlTxl[~ for all x E X. 
In practice, the most important problems of minimal interpolation are 
ones in which operators T are given apriori. We shall now show how it 
will be possible to proceed in these cases. As we shall not need any argument 
based on completeness we can suppose that the range of T is the whole 
space Y. Then T is a linear isometry of M (with R = Ker T) onto Y and 
the same is true for the adjoint operator T*: Y* --f M*. In order not to 
assume elements of @ to be e-continuous we also introduce the algebraic 
adjoint map T # : Y+ -+ M#. This map is an isomorphismus onto M+. 
We set F = (T+)-l(Y) and we have Y= T+(F). The correspondence between 




(ii) Y1 is proximinal, and/or a semi6ebygev subspace, and/or a i?ebySev 
subspace in M if and only if F, has the same property in Y. 
(iii) J, is a Y-interpolative map if and only if T o J, o T-1 is an F-inter- 
polative map. The same is true for a minimal interpolative map. 
(iv) 9’Olp(x)=T-1(9’p(T~)) for all x EM. 
(v) If XY, XM are the duality map Y* -+ 2y and M* + 2M, respectively, 
then XM = T-l o xy o (T*)-1. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let X = C2(0, 1) and T the map of X into Y =C(O, 1) 
with the sup norm such that TX= -xl’ for x E X. We consider inter- 
polation at points O=to<tl<...<t,<t,+l=l, i.e. @={&,, ...,6t,+1}, 
where 6, is the Dirac measure concentrated at the point t. Then R is 
the subspace of X consisting of linear functions and R n QI= (0). We 
choose M={x~X;x(0)=x(1)=0}~@~ and take Y=L*@=(&, . . ..&.I. 
It is not convenient to solve our problem immediately in the space M 
because of difficulties with describing ItM. But we know the Green function 
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of T-1, namely K(t, t) = ~(1 -t), t E (0, t), and K(t, t) = (1 - z)t, ‘t E (t, 1). 
It follows that P= (~1, . . ., ,M~}, where 
for any x EM, i=l, . . . . n, i.e. the measure ,ur is given by the function 
K(tz, e). As anyfun$ion yfrom x=Lin {K(ti, .), . . . . K(t,, .)} is a polygon 
with vertices at the points to, . . ., tn+i, y(tr) = rt llyll for some i, we can 
see, by the results of Section 3, that Z forms a (81, . . . . &)-interpolative 
subspace of Y (even a minimal one). According to Proposition 6 and its 
corollary, we have after certain work that xr(,u)#p) for ,u E (FL)’ if and 
only if S(,U+) and S(,u-) are a. union of intervals (tf-1, h+i) for some 
i E (1, . ..) n- l> = I and S(,U+) n S(p-) = 0. By Propositions 2 and 6, 
9’~ consists of scalar multiples of functions y such that I\~/11 = 1 and 
<k-1,4+1) C {t E (0, 1); y(t) = 1> f or some i E I. It follows easily that 9@ 
is the set of scalar multiples of functions x E X such that /x”l1= 1 and 
x(t) - t2/2 is a linear function on some interval (s-1, tt+i) with i E I. Taking 
into account Proposition 3 (ii), we can see that FL is not proximinal for 
n> 1 and therefore, by Corollary 1 of Proposition 5, a minimal o-inter- 
polative subspace does not exist in this case and the set 9(x) is empty 
for some x E X. If n = 1, then the polynomials of degree < 2 form the 
unique minimal @-interpolative subspace. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let X= Wi(O, l), 1 <p<co, be the Sobolev space of real 
functions for which the first derivative is absolutely continuous and the 
second derivative belongs to .L,(O, 1). As in the previous example we 
consider interpolation at points 0 = to<. . . < t,+l = 1 and try to find a 
minimal interpolation with respect to the pseudonorm given by the 
operator T : x + -x” which is considered as a map of X onto Y = L&O, 1) 
with the usual norm. Taking M as before we have (M, e)= Wy(O, 1). 
First, we consider the case 1 <p < 00. Then the space (M, Q) is reflexive 
and strictly convex which implies that the set 9’@(x) consists of exactly 
one element for any x E X. To find it we have to determine the Y-inter- 
polative spline set 9’~. It is a well-known fact that for y E Lz(O, 1) = 
=&(O, 1) (l/p+l/p=l) we have 
xy(y)=;; lY14-1 SP Y 
llYll:-2 . 
Therefore, by the same method as in Example 2, 
From this it follows that 9, is linear (equivalently, there exists a unique 
minimal @-interpolative map) if and only if p= 2 (the case of Hilbert 
space) or n = 1. In other cases, for the determination of 9@(x) it is necessary 
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to solve the following system of n non-linear equations (for a different 
form of this system see [9]) with unknowns 0~1, . . ., OL,, 
9tM( 5 ~r9i)(t~)=z(t~)-[[x(l)--(0)1t~--(0), j=l, . . . . n. 
i-1 
Now, let p = 1. In view of the characterization of the duality map given 
by Proposition 8, for any natural number n there always exists a functional 
fE &)O=Lin {@I, *), . . . . K(&, s)} for which ~y(f)=$k By Proposition 
3 (ii), it follows that FL is not proximinal and therefore there is no @- 
minimal interpolative subspace and Y,&) = P, for some x E X. This is the 
reason for looking for solutions of minimal interpolation problems in 
bidual spaces which has been recently done in [S], [9]. 
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